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Model MMLU (5) HellaSwag PIQA BoolQ Natural QA GSM8K (5)
LLaMA65B 63.4 84.2 82.8 85.3 23.8 50.9
Chinchilla 67.5 80.8 81.8 83.7 16.6 -
PaLM540B 69.3 83.4 82.3 88.0 21.2 56.6
GPT-3.5 70.0 - - - - 57.1
Inflection-1 72.7 84.3 84.2 89.7 29.8 62.9

Table 1: Comparison to models in the Inflection-1 compute class. We show a comparison to models
that are in the same compute class as Inflection-1, which we consider to be models trained with at most
the trainingFLOPsofPaLM540B.Wefindthat Inflection-1outperforms thesemodelsacrossawide range
of benchmarks. All evaluations are 0-shot unless shown in parentheses.

Introduction

Large languagemodels (LLMs) based on the Transformer architecture have been shown to pos-
sessa rangeofadvancedcapabilities in languagegenerationandunderstanding. Thesecapabil-
itieshavepavedthewayfordeploymentofLLMsinproducts likeOpenAI’sChatGPTandGoogle’s
Bard. At InflectionAI, ourmission is to create personalAIs for everyone, and inMay2023we re-
leasedPi (pi.ai)–anLLM-basedpersonalAIwhich isdesignedtobeempathetic,useful, andsafe.
In this work we introduce the foundationmodel powering Pi, dubbed Inflection-1, and evaluate
its performance characteristics across a variety of benchmarks.

Wefindthat Inflection-1outperformswell-knownmodels likeGPT-3.5,LLaMA,PaLM540B,and
Chinchilla on a large number of benchmarks. Inflection-1 is the best performing model in its
compute class, behind only PaLM-2 (L) andGPT-4 overall. In the following sectionswedescribe
these results in detail.

It isworthnoting thata foundationLLMtypicallyundergoesacomplexadaptationprocess, such
as alignment with human preferences and the safety policy, before it can be deployed in a user-
facing product. Pi is no exception, which means that some of Inflection-1’s capabilities are en-
hanced in Pi, while others are suppressed. The evaluation that we present in this memo covers
Inflection-1, rather than Pi, and our choice of benchmarks is primarily focused onmeasuring its
knowledge and reasoning capabilities. Safety is imbued in Pi at a later adaptation stage, which
wewill describe in a separatememo.
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ComputeClasses

Tooffera fair comparisonamongstmodelsof varyingsizesand trainingmethods,wesegmented
foundation models into those pretrained using at most the FLOPs of Google’s PaLM-540B (ap-
proximately 10x GPT-3) and those which used more. Models in the former category are usually
faster to serve and can be deployed more widely, and include well-known models like LLaMA
and Chinchilla. Models in the latter category tend to have the highest performance. When pre-
training FLOPs are not reported publicly, we make a reasonable guess (for example, assigning
GPT-3.5 to the former categoryandGPT-4 to the latter).

Inflection-1wastrainedonalargedatasetusingthousandsofNVIDIAH100GPUs,andisamodel
within the first compute class. As such we focus our evaluations on this setting, though we in-
clude comparisons tomodels in the second compute classwhen benchmarks are available. The
Inflection-1 architecture, dataset, and training procedure are proprietary, and we omit their de-
tails in thismemo.

Figure 1: Overviewof Inflection-1’s performance relative to LLaMAandGPT-3.5, two commonly de-
ployed LLMs within the same compute class as Inflection-1. In the text below, we compare to many
moremodels, includingGPT-4, PaLM540B, PaLM2, andChinchilla.

Results

Belowwe present Inflection-1’s performance on a set of commonly used benchmarks including
common sense tasks, question answering, knowledge intensive tasks, reading comprehension,
and code generation.

ForInflection-1,wereportresultswithoutinstructiontuningorRLHF.Otherworkhasshown
that thesemethodscanbeusedto improveperformanceonspecificbenchmarks (1;2), thoughwe
focus thisworkonourpre-trainedmodelwithout anyfine-tuning. When referencingGPT-4and
GPT-3.5, we show values from (3).
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MultitaskLanguageUnderstanding

InTable2weshowresultsonMassiveMultitaskLanguageUnderstanding (MMLU) (4), adiverse
collection of 57 tasks comprising high school, college, and professional level exams. We show
5-shot results as this allows us to compare to awide range ofmodels.

Model Average Humanities STEM Social Sciences Other
GPT-4 86.4 - - - -
PaLM2-L 78.3 - - - -
GPT-3.5 70.0 - - - -

PaLM (540B) 69.3 77.0 55.6 81.0 69.6
Chinchilla (70B) 67.5 63.6 54.9 79.3 73.9
LLaMA (65B) 63.4 61.8 51.7 72.9 67.4
Inflection-1 72.7 79.2 61.7 82.6 74.1

Table 2: 5-shot results onMMLUcomparing Inflection-1 to awide rangeofmodels.When applicable
we show average results for the different categories laid out in (4).

ClosedBookQuestionAnswering

WeshowresultsonTriviaQA (5) (TQA)alongwithNaturalQuestions (6) (NQ)below. Wefollow
the same evaluation format as used in (7). For TriviaQA, we evaluate on two different splits: the
dev set of the unfiltered set which is available online and we are able to compare to Chinchilla
andLLaMA.Wealso evaluate on thedev set of theWikipedia splitwhich is reportedby thePaLM
model family.

Model TQA (0)
Split A

TQA (1)
Split A

TQA (0)
Split B

TQA (1)
Split B NQ (0) NQ (1)

PaLM2-L - - - 86.1 - 37.5
Chinchilla (70B) 55.4 - - - 16.6 -
PaLM (540B) - - 76.9 81.4 21.2 29.3
LLaMA (65B) 68.2 71.6 - - 23.8 31.0
Inflection-1 70.3 73.6 81.0 85.0 29.8 35.9

Table 3: 0-shot and 1-shot results onclosed-bookquestionanswering tasks.Weshow results on two
different splits of TriviaQA (TQA)– Split A refers to the dev set of unfiltered-web and Split B refers to
dev set of the Wikipedia split. This allows us to compare Inflection-1 to LLaMA and PaLM models. We
also show0and 1 shot results onNaturalQuestions (NQ).Weget results and formatting from (7; 2; 1). We
show the number of shots in parenthesis.
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CommonSenseBenchmarks

We evaluate Inflection-1 on a variety of common sense benchmarks and compare against other
large languagemodels. We includeHellaSwag (8),PIQA (9),WinoGrande (10), andBoolQ (11).

In Tables 4 and 5, we show0-shot and k-shot results, respectively.

Model HellaSwag PIQA BoolQ
PaLM (540B) 83.4 82.3 88.0
Chinchilla (70B) 80.8 81.8 83.7
LLaMA (65B) 84.2 82.8 85.3
Inflection-1 84.3 84.2 89.7

Table 4: 0-shot resultsoncommonsensebenchmarks.Wecompare to PaLM540B (1), Chinchilla (12),
and LLaMA (7).

Model BoolQ 1-shot HellaSwag 1-shot HellaSwag 10-shot WinoGrande 5-shot
GPT-4 - - 95.3 87.5
PaLM2-L 90.9 86.8 - 90.9
GPT-3.5 - - 85.5 81.6

PaLM (540B) 88.7 83.6 - 85.1
PaLM2-M 88.6 84.0 - -
Inflection-1 88.9 (89.7 0-shot) 84.4 85.8 83.3

Table 5: k-shot results on common sense benchmarks with comparison to GPT-4 and PaLM 2. We
note that for BoolQwe get worse results 1-shot than0-shot.

BIG-BenchHard

We show BIG-Bench Hard (13) with Chain-of-Thought prompting results in Table 6 using the
setup described in (14).

Model Results with CoT
PaLM2-L 78.1
PaLM (540B) 65.2
Inflection-1 69.9

Table6: ResultsonBIG-BenchhardwithChainofThoughtprompting.Wefollowthesameevaluation
protocol as in (14) using the prompt from https://github.com/suzgunmirac/BIG-Bench-Hard.

ReadingComprehension

In Table 7, we show results on RACE (17) and LAMBADA (18). We evaluate RACE in the same
format as used in the evaluation of Chinchilla andGopher.

MathematicalReasoning

Weevaluate Inflection-1 onGSM8K (19),which contains grade schoolmathwordproblems, and
MATH (4), a dataset of high school competition problems divided in 7 subject areas. ForMATH,
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Model LAMBADA0-shot LAMBADA 1-shot RACE-m RACE-h
PaLM-2 L - 86.9 - -
PaLM-2M - 83.7 - -
PaLM (540B) 77.9 81.8 - -
Chinchilla (70B) 77.4 - 86.8 82.3
Inflection-1 78.5 83.3 93.3 88.9

Table 7: We show results on the reading comprehension benchmark RACE along with LAMBADA.
We include both0 and 1 shot results on LAMBADA to allowus to compare to PaLM2and to othermodels.
RACE is evaluated as in (15; 12). We evaluate 1-shot LAMBADAusing the format outlined in (16).

we follow (20) and use the same 4-shot chain-of-thought prompt to generate answers. Gener-
ated answers are compared to gold references with the SymPy library (21) to take into account
equivalentresultsrepresenteddifferently. ForGSM8K,weusethe8-shotchain-of-thoughtprompt
from (22). In Table 8, we report results of Inflection-1 compared to other language models, in-
cludingGPT-4, whichwas trained on a fraction of the training set of GSM8K andMATH.

Model GSM8K MATH
GPT-4 92.0 -
PaLM2-L 80.7 34.3
GPT-3.5 57.1 -

PaLM (540B) 56.6 8.8
LLaMA (65B) 50.9 10.6
Inflection-1 62.9 16.7

Table 8: Results onmathematical reasoning datasets. We report results on GSM8K using the 8-shot
prompt from (22) and on MATH using the 4-shot prompt from (20). On MATH the generated answer is
compared to the gold referencewith SymPy.

CodeGeneration

We evaluate the ability of Inflection-1 to generate code from a natural language description on
HumanEval (23)andMBPP (24). Thenatural languagedescriptionispresentedasaPythondoc-
string in HumanEval, while in MBPP it is a natural language instruction containing test cases.
WeevaluateInflection-1 ina0-shotsettingonHumanEval,andusea3-shotpromptsimilar to(24)
forMBPP.Agenerated function is countedascorrect if it passes thepre-defined tests. InTable9,
we report pass@1 scores of Inflection-1 compared to othermodels which are not trained or fine-
tuned specifically for code. We find code generation to be the only benchmarkwhere ourmodel
underperforms GPT-3.5. As our products do not require advanced code generation, we did not
performanywork to specifically improve coding capabilities. It is possible to improve the ability
of languagemodels to generate code by fine-tuning on code-specific data (1; 23; 25; 26).
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Model HumanEval@1 MBPP@1
GPT-4 67.0 -
GPT-3.5 48.1 -

PaLM (540B) 26.2 36.8
LLaMA (65B) 23.7 37.7
Inflection-1 35.4 43.8

Table 9: Resultsoncodegeneration tasks. ForMBPPwe report pass@1 scores using the 3-shot prompt
from (24). ForHumanEval we show results in the 0-shot setting.

Conclusion

In this technicalmemowehave shown that Inflection-1 – a foundationLLMdeveloped by Inflec-
tionAI–outperformswell-knownmodels such asGPT-3.5, LLaMA,PaLM540B, andChinchilla
ona largenumberof benchmarks. Inflection-1 is thebest performingmodel in its compute class,
behind only PaLM-2 (L) and GPT-4 overall. A variant of Inflection-1 that has undergone align-
ment with human preferences and incorporates a safety policy is deployed in the personal AI
product Pi. We believe that further advancements in AI capabilities and safety will usher in new
products anduser experiences, andweare committed to continuously improvingourAImodels.
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